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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
w xThroughout we follow the symbols in Edrei 1 and the standard nota-
 w x.tions of Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions cf. 2 . For q radii
arg z s v 1 F j F q 1 .  .j
with 0 F v - v - ??? - v - 2p , we denote by b the quantity1 2 q
p p
b [ max , . . . , v s v q 2p . .qq1 1 5v y v v y v2 1 qq1 q
 .For an unbounded subset D of the complex plane, we define N r, D, f to
 .be the counting function for the poles of the meromorphic function f z
 < < 4lying in D l z - r .
w xEdrei 1 investigated the growth of meromorphic functions with three
radially distributed values, and his main result is the following
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 .THEOREM A. Let f z be meromorphic and such that all but finitely many
roots of the three equations
f z s 0, f z s `, and f n. z s 1 .  .  .
 0. .  .n G 0, f ' f lie on the radii 1 . If
d 0, f q d `, f q d 1, f n. ) 0, .  .  .
 .  .  .then the order r f , of f z , is necessarily finite and r f F b.
In this paper, we make a further investigation of the radial distribution
of values of meromorphic functions by dealing with the linear differential
operator
w n. q a z w ny2. q ??? qa z w , n G 2; .  .ny2 0L w [ .n  w9, n s 1,
 .where all the a z 's are rational functions.j
We extend Theorem A by showing that if n ) 0, then the assumption of
the radial distribution of poles of the meromorphic function can be
removed. We shall prove the following
 .THEOREM 1. Let f z be a meromorphic function. Assume that there exist
 .  .  .an operator L w n G 1 and a non-zero polynomial P z such thatn
 .  .L f k 0 and for the radii 1n
1 1
log N r , X , q N r , X , s o log r , 2 .  . 5 /  /f L f y P .n
q  4as r ª q`, where X s C _D z; arg z s v .js1 j
If one of the following conditions holds
 .  .i d 0, f ) 0;
 .   ..  .   . .ii r L f s r f and d 0, L f y P ) 0,n n
 .  .then r f is finite and r f F b.
A little modification of the proof of Theorem 1 in the sequel can imply
the following
THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied with the
 .  .exception of conditions i and ii . Assume, instead, that one of the two
 .  .functions f z and L f y P has a finite exponent l of con¨ergence for itsn
  ..  .  .  .zeros and r L f s r f . Then either r f s l or else l - r f F b.n
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w xIn view of some lemmas in Kimura 3 corresponding to ones in Edrei
w x1 , applying the same argument as in this paper, we immediately conclude
 .THEOREM 3. Let f z be a meromorphic function with finite lower order.
 .  .Assume that there exist an operator L w n G 1 and a non-zero polynomialn
 .  .  .P z such that L f k 0 and for the radii 1 and arbitrarily small « ) 0n
1 1
log N r , Y , q N r , Y , s o log r , . 5 /  /f L f y P .n
q  < < 4  .  .as r ª q`, where Y s C _D z; arg z y v - « . If either i or ii injs1 j
 .  .Theorem 1 holds, then r f is finite and r f F b.
 .  .Remark. A The operator L f in the previous three theorems can-n
 .not be simply replaced by f z , i.e., n is necessarily positive, which can be
 .  H .seen from the example: f z s 1r e q 1 , H is a non-constant entire
function. In fact, from the fundamental theory of Nevanlinna, it is easy to
see that the order of a meromorphic function cannot be determined by the
number of value-points of only two values it takes, for instance, a mero-
morphic function is allowed to have two Borel exceptional values.
The following is another type of example. We can construct two tran-
 .  .scendental entire functions P z and P z without common zeros such1 2
 .  .  .  .that r P s r P ) 1, P z i s 1, 2 have only positive real zeros,1 2 i
 .   ..  .  .T r, P s o T r, P . Put f s P r P y P . Then f z has only posi-1 2 1 1 2
 .  .tive real zeros and 1-value points with r f ) 1 and d 1, f s 1. And
hence the radial distribution of value-points of two values of a meromor-
phic function cannot control its growth.
 .  . w xB It is obvious that the case L f ' 0 may indeed occur. Zheng 7n
dealt with the discussion of this case. The following example explains that
  ..  .  .the case r L f - r f but with L f k 0 may also occur.n n
 . z 2  .  2 .Put f z s ye q exp z , and then L f [ f 0 y 2 1 q 2 z f s2
 2 . z1 q 4 z e .
We shall discuss in detail in another paper the exceptional cases in the
previous three theorems mentioned above and the case when the coeffi-
ny1.  .cient of w in the operator L w does not vanish identically, i.e.,n
 .a z k 0.ny1
In Section 2, we shall state and prove auxiliary results on which the
proofs of our theorems heavily depend. In Section 3, we shall briefly prove
Theorems 1 and 2 from Lemmas 4 and 6.
2. AUXILIARY LEMMAS
First of all, we need the following so-called Hayman's Alternative, which
leads us to avoid poles of the meromorphic function under discussion.
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 .  . < <LEMMA 1. Let g w and w w be meromorphic in w - 1 and let
ny2¡
n.  s.g w q d w g w , n G 2, .  .  . s~G w [ 3 .  .ss1n ¢g 9 w , n s 1, .
< <be non-zero, where all the d 's are meromorphic in w - 1. Thens
1 1
T r , g - 5N r , q 6N r , q S r , 4 .  .  . /  /g G y wn
where either
ny2G y w 9 .n XS r s O m r , q T r , d q T r , d .  .  . . s s / G y wn ss0
H9
qm r , q T r , w q T r , w9 q 1 .  . / /H
 .if G w is non-constant orn
n k . ny2f
S r s m r , q T r , d q O 1 .  .  .  s /fks1 ss0
 .if G w is a non-zero constant, andn
nq2nq2w G y w .n
H w s . . nq1XG w y G w9 .n n
 .  .In fact, if G w is non-constant, the inequality 4 was established inn
w x w x  .Yang 6 or see Langley 4 . If G w ' c, a non-zero constant, n G 2, it isn
clear that
c 1 c
T r , g s T r , q O 1 sN r , q m r , q O 1 .  .  . /  / /g g g
1 G 1ns N r , q m r , q O 1 F N r , q S r , .  . /  /  /g g g
 .which contains the inequality 4 .
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 w x.From Lemma 1 and the logarithmic derivative lemma cf. 2 , we can
directly conclude the following
LEMMA 2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 be satisfied and, in addition,
assume that
1
T t , w s O log .  /1 y t
 .  .and when n G 2, for each d w in 3s
1
T t , d w s O log , . .s  /1 y t
as t ª 1, 0 - t - 1. If
1 1 1
log N t , q N t , s o log , 5  / /  /g G y w 1 y tn
as t ª 1, 0 - t - 1, then we ha¨e
1
log T t , g s o log , .  /1 y t
as t ª 1, 0 - t - 1.
w xIn view of the ideas in Edrei 1 , we want to transform the discussions of
 w x.the sector into ones of the unit disk cf. 1, pp. 281 and 283 . For this, we
 4denote by D the sector z N v - arg z - v and writek k kq1
p v q vkq1 k yij ks v y v , j s , u s e z .kq1 k kg 2
 .We define the conformal transformation u s f w byk
ug y uyg y t
y1w s f u s , 5 .  .k g ygu y u q t
ij k  .where t is a positive parameter. Then the transformation z s e f wk
< <conformally maps the unit disk w - 1 onto the sector D . Puttingk
iu  .z s re , from 5 we have
t
yg yg< <w xr cos g u y j - 1 y w - 8t r , 6 . .k4
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and
1rg
2’< < < <t q t q 2
f w F , .k < <1 y w
and further
1
T r , f w s O log . 7 .  . .k  /1 y t
 . < < X  .Since f w is conformal and analytic in w - 1, it is clear that f w / 0,k k
 . < <  . yi j k X  .`, and hence V w / 0, `, in w - 1 where V w s e rf w . Thenk k k
we have
1
 s.T t , V s O log s G 0, 1 F k F q , 8 .  . .k  /1 y t
as t ª 1, 0 - t - 1.
 .LEMMA 3. Let f z be meromorphic and assume that for the sector
 .D : v - u - v 1 F k F q ,k k kq1
log N r , D , f s o log r , 9 .  .  .k
as r ª q`. Write
ij k < <F w [ f e f w 1 F k F q ; w - 1 . .  .  . .k k
  ..  . < <Then N t, F w , the counting function for the poles of F w in w - t,k k
satisfies
1
1log N t , F w s o log , as t ª 1, F t - 1. 10 .  . .k 2 /1 y t
 .Proof. It follows from 6 that for 1r2 F t - 1,
n t , F w y n 0, F w .  . .  .t k k
N t , F s dt . Hk t1r2
q n 0, F w log t q O 1 .  . .k
F log 2 n t , F w q O 1 .  .  . .k
g 8t
- log 2 n , D , f q O 1 .  .( k /1 y t
g 8t
F N 2 , D , f q O 1 , .( k /1 y t
 .  .and combination of the above inequality with 9 implies 10 .
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Next we want to deduce an upper estimate for the Nevanlinna character-
< <    ...istic in the unit disk w - 1 in terms of log 1r 1 y t from the assump-
 .tion 2 on the counting functions in the sector D .k
 .  .LEMMA 4. Let f z be meromorphic and such that 2 holds for the radii
 .  .  .1 and some operator L f k 0 n G 1 . Writen
F w s f e ij kf w and D w [ L f eij kf w . .  .  .  .  . .  .k k k n k
 .Then as t ª 1 1r2 F t - 1 ,
1
log T t , F w s o log . .k  /1 y t
and
1
log T t , D w s o log 11 .  . .k  /1 y t
 .1 F k F q .
Proof. Write
F w s F w , .  .k
and for convenience, systematically omit the subscript k below. From
 ij  ..  .  .f 9 e f w s V w F9 w and an obvious induction, we have
D w s L f eijf w .  .  . .n
ny1¡
n n.  j.V F w q b w F w , n G 2; .  .  . j~s js0¢VF9 w , n s 1, .
 .  . n.  .  .where b w s n y 1 V 9r2 and b w 0 F j F n y 2 are polynomi-ny1 j
 ij  ..  . n.als in a e f w j F ¨ F n y 2 and V, V 9, . . . , V .¨
Put
 .ny1 r2g w s U w F w , U w s V w , .  .  .  .  .
 . < <where U w is analytic in w - 1. Now for the case n G 2, we want to find
 .  .  . < <n y 1 functions d w , d w , . . . , d w meromorphic in w - 1 suchny2 ny3 0
that
n. ny2  s. ny1g g
n.  j.q d w ' F w q c w F w , 12 .  .  .  .  . s jU Uss0 js0
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 .  . n  .  .  .where c w s b w rV 0 F j F n y 2 , c s n n y 1 V 9r 2V .j j ny1
Leibniz' formula implies that
Xnys. nysy1. .nysg g 1 g
s y n y s U . /  /U U U U
 .  .p nysnysyp.1 g 1 gn y sy ??? U y ??? yU 13 .p /  /  /U U U U
 .  .0 F s F n, 0 F p F n y s . We call the right side of 13 the expansion of
g nys.rU. Now we substitute the expansion of g n.rU into the left side of
 .  .12 , and then we have the terms in the left side of 12
 .ng
n.s F w . /U
and
X ny1. ny1.1 g g
ynU s c . 14 .ny1 /U U U
ny1.  .Substituting the expansion of g rU into the right side of 12 produces
ny1. .  . n. .the term c F w from 14 , and thus we get the terms F w andny1
ny1. .  .  .c F w in the left side of 12 . We denote by G V, d , d sny1 2 ny1 ny1
ny2.  .c , the coefficient of g rU in the left side of 12 produced from theny1
previous substitutions of the expansions of g n.rU and g ny1.rU, and then
 . y1r2G V, d is a polynomial in V , V 9, V 0.2 ny1
Put
d s c y G V , d . .ny2 ny2 2 ny1
 .Let us repeat the above procedure step by step. Let G V, dm nymq1
 . nym.  .2 F m F n be the coefficient of g rU in the left side of 12 as a
result of the successive substitution of the expansions of
g n.rU, g ny1.rU, . . . , g nymq1.rU.
Putting
d s c y G V , d , .nym nym m nymq1
 .  .  .by induction, we can successively find d w , . . . , d w such that 12ny3 0
 .  .holds identically and d w 0 F s F n y 2 are polynomials ins
y1r2 n.  ij  ..  .  .V , V, V 9, . . . , V and a e f w 0 F ¨ F n y 2 . Since the a z¨ ¨
 .  .  .0 F ¨ F n y 2 are rational functions, from 7 and 8 it follows that
1
T t , d w s O log t ª 1, 0 - t - 1 .  . .s  /1 y t
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 .  .0 F s F n y 2 . Obviously, application of Lemma 3 from 2 implies that
1 1 1
log N t , q N t , s o log , / 5 /  /ÃF w 1 y t . D w y P .
Ã ij .   ..as t ª 1, 0 - t - 1, where P w s P e f w . And therefore, from
 . < <  .  .  .U w / 0, ` in w - 1 and g w s F w U w , we have immediately
1 1 1
log N t , q N t , s o log , 5  / /  /g w G w y w 1 y t .  .
Ã n Ã nq1.r2 n.as t ª 1, 1r2 - t - 1, where w s PUrV s PV and G [ g q
ny2  s.  .  . d g so that D w s G w rw. Obviouslyss0 s
1
T t , w w s O log t ª 1, 0 - t - 1 . .  . .  /1 y t
 .  .Application of Lemma 2 to g w and G w implies that
1
log T t , g w s o log t ª 1, 1r2 - t - 1 , .  . .  /1 y t
also
1
log T t , F w s o log t ª 1, 1r2 - t - 1 . 15 .  .  . .  /1 y t
It is easy to see that
1
T t , D w - 2 n q 1 T t , F w q O log .  .  . .  .  /1 y t
t ª 1, 0 - t - 1 , .
 .  .and thus 11 follows from 15 .
On the other hand, we want to establish a lower estimate for the
< <   Nevanlinna characteristic in the unit disk 2 - 1 in terms of log 1r 1 y
...  .t from the radial distribution of poles of meromorphic function h z and
 .d `, h ) 0. And therefore, combining Lemma 4, we shall be able to prove
our theorems. For this, let us begin with the following
 .  .LEMMA 5. Let P z be a canonical product with r P s 0, and let
 4` < < < <  .  .b , b F b ª ` ¨ s 1, 2, . . . be the sequence of zeros of P z .¨ ¨s1 ¨ ¨q1
Then for arbitrarily small « ) 0 and sufficiently large r ) 0 such that
` 1 1
< < < < < <z s r f b y , b q , 16 . ¨ ¨2 2 /¨ ¨¨s1
we ha¨e
«log P z ) yr . 17 .  .
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Proof. Write
` z
P z s 1 y . .   /b¨s1 ¨
 .We can do this since r P s 0. Then for k ) 1
z z
log P z G log 1 y y log 1 y .  b b¨ ¨< < < <b Fkr b )kr¨ ¨
² w
s y say . 18 .  . 
For arbitrarily small « ) 0 and sufficiently large r ) 0, we have
w r r
F log 1 q F   /< < < <b b¨ ¨< < < <b )kr b )kr¨ ¨
1 1
«y1 «y1 «< <s r b F k r « «¨ < < < <b b¨ ¨< < < <b )kr b )kr¨ ¨
F Ar « , 19 .
`  < < « .where A is a positive number, since  1r b is convergent from¨s1 ¨
 .  .r P s 0. When 16 is satisfied, we have
² < <z y b 1¨G log G log   2< < < <b ¨ b¨ ¨< < < <b Fkr b Fkr¨ ¨
1 2G log s yn kr log n kr kr .  . . 2n kr kr . .< <b Fkr¨
G yBr « , 20 .
 .  . < <where n r denotes the number of zeros of P z in z - r and B is a
 .  .  .  .positive constant. Then 17 follows from 18 , 19 , and 20 by, if neces-
sary, magnifying « a little.
The following lemma corresponds to Lemma 4.
 .  .LEMMA 6. Let h z be meromorphic and let f w and j be defined ask k
 .abo¨e from the radii 1 . Assume that
log N r , X , h s o log r , 21 .  .  .
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q  4  .as r ª q`, where X s C _D z; arg z s v and d `, h ) 0. Thenks1 k
 .  .b - r h implies that for some integer k 1 F k F q
log T t , h eij kf w . . .k
lim sup ) 0 0 - t - 1 . .
log 1r 1 y ttª1  . .
Proof. Write
R z .
h z s , .
P z .
 .where R z is meromorphic and such that all of its poles lie on the radii
 .  .  .1 and P z is the canonical product for the poles of h z which do not
 .  .  .lie on the radii 1 . It follows from 21 that r P s 0, i.e.,
log log M r , P s o log r , .  .
as r ª q`.
w xThe reader is referred to the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 in Edrei 1 for
the following argument. We now choose two positive numbers b and m1
such that
r h ) b ) b q m , 22 .  .1
w xand as Edrei did in the proof of 1, Lemma 3 , we can find a monotone
 4  4unbounded positive sequence r and an argument sequence u with then n
properties that for each n
T r G 2yb 1 r b1 , 23 .  .n n
` 1 1
< < < <r f b y , b q , 24 .n ¨ ¨2 2 /¨ ¨¨s1
 4` < < < <  .where b , b F b ª ` ¨ s 1, 2, . . . is the sequence of zeros of¨ ¨s1 ¨ ¨q1
 .  .P z and for some fixed k 1 F k F q
1
v q a F u F v y a , a s 25 .k n n kq1 n n « 1q«2 qT r log r .n n
and
d
iu nlog h r e ) T r . 26 .  . .n n4
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Write
H w s h eij kf w , w s fy1 r eiu nyj k . , .  . .  .k k n k n
1 F k F q and
1< < < <t s w q 1 y w . .n n n2
 .Then it follows from 26 that
d
log H w ) T r 27 .  .  .k n n4
 .  .and from 6 and 25 that
1 1q«yt g «- g 16qr T r log r . 28 .  .  .n n n< <1 y wn
Put
A w s R eij kf w and B w s P eij kf w , .  .  .  . .  .k k k k
 .  .1 F k F q. Then obviously A w and B w are analytic in the unit diskk k
< < w xw - 1. We have 5, p. 140
< <t y wn n 1 < <m t , A w G log A w G 1 y w log A w , 29 .  .  .  . . .n k k n n k n4< <t q wn n
m t , B w F log M t , B w .  . .  .n k n k
 .o 1g g8t 16t
F log M , P w - . 30 .  .( ( < < /  /1 y t 1 y wn n
 .  .From 24 , application of Lemma 5 to P z implies that
iu «nlog B w s log P r e ) yr . 31 .  . .k n n n
 .  .  .  .Combining 29 , 30 with 27 and 31 , we have
A w .k
m t , H w s m t , Gm t , A w y m t , B w .  .  . .  .  .n k n n k n k /B w .k
1 < <G 1 y w log A w y m t , B w .  . .  .n k n n k4
d
1< < < <G 1 y w T r q 1 y w log B w .  . .  .n n n k n416
y m t , B w . .n k
 .o 1g
d 16t
1 «< < < <G 1 y w T r y 1 y w r y , . .  .n n n n4 ( < < /16 1 y wn
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and hence
log m t , H w G O 1 q log T r .  .  . .n k n
1
y 1 q o 1 log y « log r . 32 .  . . n< <1 y wn
 .On the other hand, it follows from 28 that
1 1
log s log 2 q log
< <1 y t 1 y wn n
F O 1 q g log r q « log T r q 1 q « log log r .  .  .n n n
F g q o 1 log r q « log T r . 33 .  .  . . n n
Set
log T r .n
d [ lim sup .
log rnª` n
 .  .From 22 and 23 , it follows that
d G b ) b q m G g q m )« . .1
 .  .Then from 32 and 33 , we have
1¡
y 1 ) 0, d s `;log m t , H w . . «n k ~lim sup G d y «log 1r 1 y tnª`  . .n y 1 ) 0, d - `,¢d« q g
and Lemma 6 follows.
3. CONCLUSION
 .  .Now we are in position to prove Theorem 1. Define h z to be 1rf z if
 .   . .   . .d 0, f ) 0 or 1r L f y P if d 0, L f y P ) 0. This can be donen n
 .  .  .under assumption i or ii in Theorem 1. Then we always have d `, h ) 0
 .  .  .  .  .and r f s r h . From 2 , it is obvious that log N r, X, h s o log r .
 .Thus h z satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6. On the other hand,
 .  .application of Lemma 4 to f z implies that for each k 1 F k F q , we
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have
1
log T t , h w s o log , . .k  /1 y t
 .as t ª 1 1r2 F t - 1 . Then from Lemma 6, we can conclude that
 .  .r f s r h F b , and Theorem 1 follows.
 .  .In order to prove Theorem 2, suppose r f / l, then r f ) l, and we
 .  .  .only need to prove r f F b. Since condition i or ii in Theorem 1, i.e.,
 .d `, h ) 0, enables us to use the result of Lemma 6, it is sufficient
to deduce the same result as in Lemma 6 under the assumption that
  ..r h z ) l, the exponent of convergence for its poles, instead of
 .d `, h ) 0 by making a minor modification of the proof of Lemma 6. In
 .  4fact, applying the condition d `, h ) 0, we can find the sequences rn
 4and u such thatn
d
iu nlog h r e ) T r . 26 .  . .n n4
 .And therefore, by the assumption r h ) l, we want to produce an
 .  .inequality similar to 26 . To this end, let P z be the Weierstrass
 .  .  .canonical product for the poles of h z , then r P s l - r h . Put
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .R z s h z P z , then R z is entire and r R s r h ) r P . It is easy
 iu n4  .to see that there exists a sequence r e such that log M r , P sn n
  ..  . <  iu n. < rh.y« r2o log M r , R and log M r , R s log R r e G r , where « )n n n n
 .0, r h y « ) l. Then we have
iu r h.y«nlog h r e G r . .n n
We leave the details of the proof of Theorem 2 to the reader.
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